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Introduction
In this technological age, electrical energy plays some role in nearly all aspect of our
daily lives. This reality is especially present and easily studied at educational institutions such as
Boston College, which can serve as microcosms of energy consumption on a larger scale. Sixty
percent of current energy consumption at Boston College is attributable to electricity (Energy
Use and Savings at Boston College, 2015). Therefore, attention and urgency to reduce electrical
consumption and utilize more sustainable technologies are required now more than ever.
Analyzing energy consumption data by using an energy examination process is the first step in
making efficient decisions towards reduction and sustainability. In 1973, auditing the energy
consumption and usage of buildings became increasingly popular as a result of the oil crisis.
Since then, however, an understanding of the importance of energy audits has expanded. The
public has strengthened their grasp on the importance of energy conservation and the financial
incentives of reducing energy consumption that follow.
Two buildings on the Boston College campus that lend
themselves perfectly to a comparative energy study are Stokes
Hall and Gasson Hall. Gasson Hall is the university’s marquee
building that was constructed in 1913 by Charles Donagh
Maginnis, of Maginnis and Walsh Architecture. This 72,610
square foot, four floor building houses spaces of multiple
different functions including dean’s offices, a large room for
special events, and numerous classrooms among other things.
100 years after the construction of Gasson Hall was completed,
construction was completed on Stokes Hall - the newest
academic

building

Image 1: Gasson Hall in 1913 just prior
to opening
Courtesy of John J. Burns Library Archive

at Boston College. Stokes Hall is a 2013, seventyeight million dollar academic building boasting
“energy

efficient”

utilities

and

LEED

Silver

Certification (Green Buildings, 2015). LEED, or
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, is
Image 2: Rear view of Stokes Hall amphitheater
Courtesy of Xquisite Landscaping Inc.

a green building certification program that aims to
promote sustainable design, construction, operation,
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and maintenance of a wide array of buildings (U.S. Green Building Council, 2016). Stokes is the
183,000 square foot home of many offices, classrooms, and even a cafe. Overall, it is clear that
the energy usage of these two building is very different. Through energy studies of each
building, we hope to compare and contrast the two. Additionally we aim to identify ways to
improve sustainability and decrease energy consumption – especially while maintaining the
historical integrity of Gasson Hall. Making these changes here at Boston College will not only
improve our relationship with the environment but will also provide motivation and guidance for
other organizations who are seeking to change their energy consumption habits as well.
Methods
Description of Current Electricity Usage
The monthly energy consumption in each building is calculated in terms of kilowatts per
hour (kWh). In the fall semester of the 2015 academic year (August through December), the
total energy consumption for Gasson Hall was 182,667 kWh with an average of 36,533 kWh per
month (Figure 1). The highest monthly consumption occurred in August with 54,594 kWh and
the lowest occurred in December with 23,301 kWh. The total fall semester consumption for
Stokes Hall was 894,089 kWh with an average of 178,817 kWh per month. The highest monthly
consumption occurred in August with 222,386 kWh and the lowest occurred in December as
well with 142,623 kWh (Dixon, 2016).

Figure 0: This figure depicts the total monthly electricity consumption for Gasson Hall and Stokes Hall throughout
the 2015 fall semester.
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Despite the fact that there seems to be great disparity between the total electricity consumption
for each building, if you examine the data in terms of kilowatt hours consumed per square foot
each month it is much easier to examine the data while also taking into account the variance in
size between Gasson and Stokes (Figure 2).

Figure 1: This figure depicts the kWh consumed per square foot of each respective building over the months of the
2015 fall academic semester

In examining these figures, it is clear that Stokes Hall still has higher energy consumption per
square foot than Gasson Hall. However, this can be explained by the fact that Stokes Hall
contains more spaces that are used on a daily basis for extremely frequent student and staff
purposes. The classrooms in Stokes are more numerous than in Gasson and there is a much
higher instance of large office suites. The top two floors of Stokes Hall North alone contain
more office spaces than all of Gasson combined.

Office suites in Stokes contain up to sixty

individual office and cubicle spaces that are available to faculty nearly all day as compared to the
offices in Gasson that operate on a more strict nine to five schedule. This means that more
energy will be consumed on a daily or even monthly basis. However, despite the fact that Stokes
uses more electricity than Gasson, the true importance falls on the fixtures in place and efforts
put forward when planning the building in order to use more sustainable electricity consumption
methods. Additionally, Stokes Hall is considered to be LEED Silver Certified and Gasson Hall
does not hold any LEED certification. It is our goal that through this study we can attempt to
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find ways to make both Gasson Hall and Stokes Hall more energy efficient. As a university that
strives to serve as men and women for others, some ways that we can positively impact the
community include using less energy, reducing our footprint and contributing to a decrease in
factors that contribute to global climate change.
Goals and Criteria Selection
Through this study, it was our aim to create an energy profile for both buildings in order
to compare the energy consumption methods used in Stokes with those of Gasson Hall. Also, we
examined which efficient methods could be implemented in Gasson Hall given its varying
historical and usage constraints. In addition to this comparison, we explored the possible
methods that could increase Stokes’ Hall LEED Certification to a higher standard than LEED
Silver. With the information collected, we are better able to determine whether or not either
building can be improved in terms of electricity consumption and cost effectiveness. We also
developed recommendations for Boston College in terms of updating or altering fixtures, light
usage, and other aspects of energy conservation.
The specific factors of each building that we decided to focus on include the type of
usage that each space provides (e.g. classroom, office, event space, etc.), the capacity of the
space, the types of present lighting fixtures, the amount of each fixture, the number of outlets and
also whether or not there were any windows that were open in the space as this can affect the
efficiency of the building’s heating and cooling system. These are the variables that we chose
because lighting fixtures are some of the most prevalently used electrical resources in each of
these buildings. With students and staff filtering through these buildings on a daily basis, lights
are used frequently and often times left on even when there is no one in the room. Because there
are so many individual lights and outlets in use in each building, it could be extremely beneficial
to examine the differences between more efficient bulbs and fixtures. Additionally, we chose to
examine the automatic lighting systems that are in place in Stokes Hall in hopes that methods of
implementing energy saving sensors in Gasson Hall may be discovered.
Data Collection Methods
We pursued a number of methods to collect data on the two buildings and analyze the
energy use of Gasson Hall and Stokes Hall. To assess the utilization purpose of each room in
Stokes and Gasson as well as the buildings’ overall layout, we acquired schematic drawings
(Figures 3 and 4) from Boston College’s Director of Sustainability Programs, Bob Pion.
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Figure 3: One schematic drawing that depicts the first floor of Gasson Hall and its usage
Courtesy of Boston College Office of Sustainability
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Figure 4: One schematic drawing that depicts the second floor of Stokes Hall South and its usage
Courtesy of Boston College Office of Sustainability
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These detailed, architectural schematic drawings labeled each respective room with a usage
category. The plans for Stokes also provided information on the model and bulb type of the each
light fixture.
Although these schematics provided valuable information that gave us a basic understanding of
Stokes Hall and Gasson Hall’s varied lighting fixtures and occupancy plans, we still hoped to
obtain additional accurate information that provided more data on the number of each variety of
fixtures in the two buildings. To make up for the gap in data, we conducted a manual and
extensive survey of each room in each building except for instances when there were locked
doors or rooms were occupied at the time.
As aforementioned in the description of Goals and Criteria Selection, the survey
consisted of travelling from floor to floor, first in Gasson and then in Stokes, to record each room
number, what it was used for, its capacity, what kind of lights were installed, how many lights
were present, how many outlets were installed in each room and whether or not there were any
open windows. Upon collecting each piece of data and organizing it into an easy to interpret
Excel spreadsheet (Image 4), we were better able to examine usage across each building and
what could be done to make each building more efficient.

Image 4: A screenshot showing one portion of the Excel spreadsheet that was created to document information throughout our
energy assessments
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Results
Upon examination, the data that we collected has lead to a number of interesting
observations regarding building occupancy, energy usage and commitment to energy
sustainability in both Gasson Hall and Stokes Hall.
Building Usage and Data
Our results showed the distribution of room usage within the two buildings, which
correlates strongly with the varying energy consumption between the two buildings. Gasson had
twenty classrooms and Stokes had thirty-five. Interestingly, Gasson’s average classroom capacity
was fifty-three. Stokes average classroom capacity was lower, totaling thirty-one. Stokes was the
lone building to have four individual offices, while Gasson did not have any. Both buildings had
a similar number of office suites – six in Stokes and five in Gasson. The buildings differed
greatly in the “miscellaneous uses” category. Gasson’s “miscellaneous uses” category consisted
of Gasson Commons, a large study space for students and the Irish Room, a large event hall.
Stokes Hall “miscellaneous uses” category consisted of a large lecture hall, the Chocolate Bar
Café, and a large study area. We found another interesting result in relation to the number of
outlets in each respective building. Despite being the more energy efficient building, Stokes Hall
more than quadruples the average number of outlets per room. So, while the building is more
energy efficient, there is the possibility of many more electrical devices being consuming power
in any one room.
Lighting Fixtures
The largest proportion of lighting implemented in each building was undoubtedly
attributable to recessed fluorescent canister down lights (Fluorescent Canisters) and linear
fluorescent fixtures (Fluorescent Tubes). This indeed highlights the overall movement away
from the incandescent lights of the past. Individual lighting profile results showed that the
buildings showed relative similarity in the proportion of Fluorescent Canisters, Fluorescent
Tubes, and “other” bulbs; which consisted of miscellaneous fixtures as well as outdoor halogen
spotlights (Figures 5 and 6).
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Figure 5: Depiction of the breakdown of lighting fixtures
observed in Stokes Hall

Figure 6: Depiction of the breakdown of lighting fixtures
observed in Gasson

The following is a breakdown of the lighting fixtures that were observed in each building
starting with Gasson. There were 241 recessed fluorescent canister down lights and 663 linear
fluorescent recessed cove fixtures (Image 5). Additionally, there were 18 wall sconces, 15
chandeliers or large hanging fixtures, 16 individual pendant lights, 20 ceiling dome lights, and 97
additional miscellaneous fixtures. In Stokes, there were 332 recessed fluorescent canister down
lights and 1328 linear fluorescent recessed cove fixtures.

Additionally, there were 5 wall

sconces, 4 chandeliers or large hanging fixtures, 12 individual pendant lights, 20 ceiling dome
lights, and 350 additional miscellaneous fixtures. Although, we made our best effort to ensure
that we accounted for each and every
lighting fixture in each building, there is
still a margin of error in our calculations
due to the fact that we did not have full
access to the entirety of either building as
well as natural human error (miscounting
or failing to see fixtures)
Analysis and Implications
The information that we collected
throughout this study has certainly shed
light on the uses of both Gasson Hall and

Image 5: On the left, an example of a linear fluorescent recessed cove
fixture (contains four fluorescent tubes. On the right, an example of
recessed fluorescent canister down lights. Both found in Gasson Hall.
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Stokes Hall and also has larger implications for the changes that can and should be made to
increase each building’s energy efficiency. As aforementioned, we found that Stokes consumes
a larger amount of electricity than Gasson. This may be due to the fact that a larger population
utilizes the spaces in Stokes Hall more frequently than the spaces in Gasson. However, what is
important is that the fixtures that are being used in Stokes Hall such as the automatic lighting
sensors promote reduced overall energy consumption and more sustainable use.
Gasson could easily be retrofitted to mirror some of Stokes’ energy saving methods while
also maintaining its iconic persona. The university could install the same lighting sensors
strategically in all the rooms of Gasson to ensure that lights are not left on at times when they are
not in use. Additionally, the lights in each building could certainly be changed out to save energy
and also money in the long run. LED fixtures, although they are more expensive, are more
energy efficient and unlike fluorescent lighting, are still evolving and becoming more efficient.
Another issue that came up while conducting our study was that of the outdoor lighting of
Gasson. The university can and should reevaluate their methods of accentuating the architecture
of the building. Currently, the spotlights that are used to illuminate Gasson and Stokes at night
are energy intensive and stay on for long periods of time. If they upgraded these fixtures to more
energy efficient ones and potentially reduced the amount of time spent illuminating Gasson and
Stokes at night, Boston College could save a lot of electricity.
Stokes also still has room for improvement in energy efficiency. LEED Gold and
Platinum Certification should be achievable goals in the near future for Boston College and the
University’s Sustainability Program. The university should strive to install the most cutting edge
lighting technology to keep Stokes Hall as a beacon of energy efficiency for years to come. The
administration should also consider installing solar panels on the roof despite their reservations
regarding aesthetic. Stokes is promoted as the most energy efficient building on campus, yet the
university currently values the preservation of the appearance of the roof more than further
increasing this efficiency. If the university broke free from its traditional chains, Stokes Hall
could be the premier example of energy efficiency both inside and out. In terms of Gasson’s
qualification for LEED certification, if changes were made to the fixtures and the amount of time
that lights are left on, its optimized energy performance will increase and Gasson will be more
compliant with LEED certifications.
Conclusion
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Conclusively since the first spark of electricity, we have developed into a society that is
reliant upon consuming electrical energy. This energy examination of Gasson Hall and Stokes
Hall has shown that our educational system has embraced this electrical revolution too strongly.
Both buildings consume a great deal of electricity contingent on the numerous purposes that each
building supports for the educational community and community in general. This energy study
was revealing in nature because it compared two buildings that have a number of defining factors
in respect to functionality, preservation of image and historical integrity, incorporation of energy
efficiency methods, and age. Definitively, the sustainable planning of Stokes Hall puts it ahead
of Gasson in regards to energy efficiency. As a renowned educational institution with plenty of
monetary resources, Boston College has the responsibility to promote energy efficiency and
sustainability to its students and the world. This energy study revealed the energy consumption
of two of the most iconic buildings on the Boston College Campus, and while there are apparent
flaws, the future is bright. However, this future brightness is one of sustainability and harmony
with mother earth. With hard work and attentiveness to the evolving world of energy efficiency,
Boston College can be the model for a greener tomorrow.
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